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christinahamilton92@gmail.com | czh5200@psu.edu

Summary



Skilled at learning new concepts quickly, working well under pressure, and communicating
ideas clearly and effectively.
Extensive computer training, including experience with applications such as Microsoft office,
Adobe, SAP Business Suite, and social media sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
Strong communication (social, professional, and interpersonal) skills.



Enthusiastic and experienced in overseas travel.





Education

Pennsylvania State University, College of Communications
University Park, PA
GPA: 3.2 / Dean’s List: Fall 2013
Telecommunications, B.A.
Corporate Communications

Gradution: May 2015

Spanish, B.A.
Professional fluency

Career History
Communications Intern, SAP AG
 Within the Corporate Audit organization, working directly with managers
to create high-level management audit reports.
 Audit responsibilities include creating graphics, editing reports, analyzing
data, designing presentations, and establishing strong communication
throughout the team by updating media pages and applications.
 Within the Global IT Solution Demand team, played key role in improving
communication platforms and discovering new tools.

June 2013Present

Core Values Team Manager | User Interface & Mobile Team, Koobe
 Koobe is a startup social media site that connects the user to both people and
content based off his/her interests, usage, and interaction using
groundbreaking behavioral analytics.
 Leading core values team to develop a strong foundation for the company.
 Recruiting new interns and beta testers.
 Important role in User Interface & Mobile Application Design team.
Student Supervisor, Penn State Student Dining Services
 Quickly promoted due to strong communication and leadership skills.
 Required working well under pressure, effectively delegating tasks,
constantly interacting with customers and managers, and maintaining the
effectiveness of serving thousands of students per day.

May 2013Present

Affiliations & Accomplishments




Chief Operating Officer (2013) | Member, Kappa Alpha Theta Fraternity
Semifinalist | New York Times Civil Engagement Public Speaking Contest
Five years’ experience as a model, both independently and for the Reinhard Agency

2012-2013

